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Introducing Career Spa, LLC
A Refreshing Approach to Career Transition
Atlanta, GA – Tom Darrow, founder of the recruiting consulting firm Talent Connections which
made the Inc. 500 list of the fastest growing private companies in the U.S. in 2007 and 2008, has
launched Career Spa, LLC, a new concept in the approach to career transition. Darrow has
teamed with nationally recognized recruiting and career transition experts to create a current,
comprehensive and cost effective model for career transition services that is long overdue.
Designed to benefit both organizations and individuals, Career Spa has renovated and re-energized
the approach to career transition programs. The end result is a program that is more effective for
the participant and more affordable than the existing outdated models.
“Most current outplacement models offer a one size fits all, cookie-cutter approach that hasn’t
been updated for years,” said Tom Darrow, Founder and Principal of Career Spa. “In addition,
current pricing models are a large expense for organizations as well as cost-prohibitive for
individuals. This new model provides best practices, one-on-one coaching, encouragement and
accountability to individuals affected by corporate downsizing.”
Career Spa’s extended and enhanced 12-week program has been developed by nationally
recognized recruiting and career transition experts who understand the challenges facing
individuals in transition and can teach the “success practices” to be mastered for an effective job
search. Career Spa has teamed with Georgia State University and the University of Georgia,
leading centers of higher education, to provide clients with access to state-of-the-art classroom
space for conducting workshops. Classrooms are conveniently located in Buckhead and
Perimeter.
About Career Spa
Career Spa, LLC, is a professional services firm that specializes in career transition strategy—
including reduction-in-force process planning, individualized one-on-one coaching, interactive
workshops, and coach-guided transformation teams to maximize job search success. Career Spa
faculty and coaches are experts in the most effective strategies to assist professionals in finding
their career sweet spot and maintaining a competitive edge in a challenging job market. Career
Spa is headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia. Visit us at www.careerspa.net to learn how we help
organizations and individuals during periods of transition.
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